REQUEST FROM THE CCC

Your help by documenting in your email subject line the following pieces of information would be sincerely appreciated!

Subject line: Study name: Your site name – nature of your email (briefly in a few words).

Additionally, including a signature with a telephone number at the bottom of your email is very useful.

-Thanks from the SIREN CCC team

PS – this is a good rule of thumb to follow when e-mailing our site as well. Communications will only need to increase as we move forward with network studies, so please be diligent about clearly identifying these important bits of info so we can keep communications as helpful and efficient as possible.

ANNUAL REPORTING DUE TO OHSU BY 3/25/19

✓ All sites need to provide a brief summary (1-3 paragraphs) discussing your SIREN efforts throughout this project year. Thank you in advance for compiling this information so we can include this in our annual network reporting to the NIH.

BOOST3 INFO

✓ cIRB approval received. Please work with your IRB to complete the coding documents and upload these to WebDCU ASAP.
  ○ Getting Started materials
    ▪ Milestones Document – We will be contacting your site to check on your progress towards the milestones in the near future. Are there still items you need to check off the list?
  ○ Protocol
  ○ Education & Training Materials
    ▪ Regulatory Parameters
  ○ Consent form
  ○ Moberg Device Info
  ○ FAQ’s

✓ Save the evening for an informal network meeting- 7pm, 3/19 @ Malone’s. Appetizers will be provided – no host on the drinks. Please join our BOOST investigative team: Dr. David Zonies (PI, Trauma Surgery), Dr. Khoi Than (Co-I, Neurosurgery), Dr. Holly Hinson (Co-I, Neurocritical Care), and Keeley McConnell (Study Coordinator) for a relaxing evening getting to know your BOOST colleagues within the OHSU SIREN Network. Feel free to come with questions you have, and our team will do our best to help answer them. Dr Hinson will also discuss her ongoing core and brain temperature monitoring in TBI study.
  ▪ RSVP to Jenny cookjen@ohsu.edu
✓ SAEM: There will be an informal meeting for the SIREN Network at SAEM. Stay tuned for details.
ONGOING TRIALS

- HOBIT
  - Enrollment: 15 subjects (Goal: 200)
  - Network Enrollments: Duke – 1
- BOOST 3
  - Kudos to URMC for completing all tasks in Milestone 1!

TRIALS IN DEVELOPMENT

✓ ICECAP
  - Received a favorable score of 23 last week from the NIH section review. Funding decisions should be known in May
✓ HAT-TRIC
  - Notice of R34 planning grant funding is expected this week. Lead investigators are planning to discuss this at the SAEM informal gathering.